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this period, they faced not only the common economic plights of imperialand colonial subjects 
such as poverty, unemployment and lack of education, but also systematic ones, such as the 
suppression of Albanian language, traditions and social structures. The Ottomans, for example, 
rightly or wrongly regarded Albanian-language education and books as subversive and saw fit 
to place a ban on all Albanian schools and publications, thus plunging the whole country into 
unremitting darkness and ignorance. Any Albanian-language schools which did manage to open 
were shut down immediately. Even into the twentieth century, the Ottoman authorities often 
went so far as to open people’s handbags and correspondence, and search homes for anything 
written in Albanian… The prison in Vlorë was said to be full offenders having possessed wri-
ting in Albanian (Elsie, 1995, 281). Given both the continuity of foreign rule in Albania, the 
restrictions on free speech, the censorship of academics and the difficulty of translating those 
critical works that do exist from Albanian into English, it is no surprise that the voices of 
Albanians have not been widely heard outside Albania. Robert Elsie’s translations and critical 
works are the foundational texts of Albanian studies in English and are essential in this regard, 
showing, as they do, the many universal aspects of the Albanian experience and Albanian 
literature while also emphasizing the uniqueness of Albania’s individual poets.  
 A corollary effect of the lack of Albanian voices themselves is that this vacuum has often 
been filled by non-Albanians speaking on Albania’s behalf – and not always either accurate or 
positive. Derek Hall (1999), in his survey of Western European attitudes towards Albanians 
from Julius Caesar to the 1990s, demonstrates that there is a “sense of the ‘Other,’ contrasted 
with developed, integrating, ‘Christian’ Europe, which has characterized the way Albania has 
been represented” (161). These representations have consisted of (1) “The Balkan people as 
heir to the ancient civilizations of the Classical world,” a view which came to be seen in a 
pejorative way when “Western writers travelled to the cradles of Western civilization [and] 
were disappointed to find that the Balkan peoples were not upholding the ‘classical’ traits 
which they had hoped to encounter” (Hall, 1999, 165); (2) the Albanians as “marginal to ‘the 
‘Orient’” because of 400 years of Turkish occupation. Hall argues that this view is defined by a 
“view of the Balkans as being characterized by growing, yet dangerous permeability, situated 
on the decaying fringes of the Orient superimposed upon perceptions of an enforced backward-
ness which precluded access to the agrarian and industrial revolutions of Western and Central 
Europe” (166); and lastly (3) “As the home of folk cultures: the (noble?) savage” (Hall, 1999, 
167). This last view attests to the “preoccupation with primitiveness [which] appeared 
frequently” in Western travel writing on Albania: “‘Savagery’ is seen as one component of a more 
generally ‘elemental’ quality of human life, and certainly, this ‘folk’/ ‘savage’ elements has 
tended to be the focus of images of Albania transmitted by Western media in their portrayal of 
post-communist events” (Hall, 1999, 167). The end result is that, unable to be heard in their own 
right, Albanians (like so many “subalterns” in the post-colonial model), were defined by their 
colonial occupiers rather than on their own terms. In this sense, Albanian lyric poetry on exile, 
so often nationalistic in theme, achieves an added nationalist purpose by creating an autochtho-
nous (if exiled) Albanian national identity and discourse. 

Even once Albania attained independence, moreover, conditions improved little. After the 
reign of the relatively liberalizing King Zog (1928-39) and the Italian occupation during World 
War II (1939-1945), the social, political and economic situation deteriorated further under the 
harsh Communist dictatorship of Enver Hoxha, which lasted from the end of World War II until 
five years after his death in 1985. Hoxha maintained power in large part through political 
oppression: censorship of speech and writing, physical intimidation, the imprisonment of 
political dissidents, assassination and other forms of totalitarian control. For the cultural and 
political context of Albanian literature under Hoxha, which consisted almost exclusively of 
socialist realism (not just in literature, but in painting and other forms as well), cf. Arshi Pipa’s 
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poem “Mountains of Albania / O malet’e Shqipërisë”: “The pride of people fighting for their 
land and the love of Albania which pervade this verse are succinctly expressed in the opening 
lines which every Albanian schoolchild knows, or is supposed o know, by heart: ‘O malet’e 
Shqipërisë e ju o lisa t’egjatë! / Fushat e gjera me lule, q’ukamndërdi t’enatë! / …Zmërnëti ma 
gatove plot me dëshirë dhe me zjar…Oh mountains of Albanian and you, oh lofty trees! / Broad 
blossoming plains, you are in my thoughts day and night / … Oh blessed place! How you 
nourish and delight me!” (1995, 232) The emotional connection to the physical characteristics 
of the land, and the mountains above all, as well as their nourishing power, are component 
elements of Frashëri’s celebration of the joys of rural life in Albania. 

The third stanza begins on an equally pessimistic note: “Darkness and misfortune on us, / 
Thunder, all around us, / Do we live with hearts a-frozen, / Dwell in fear, deprived of joy, / 
None in song do raise their voices, / And the nightingales are grieving:” (Elsie & Mathie-Heck, 
2008, 89) [Një gazep, një errësirë, / vetëtit edhe gjëmon! / Rrojmë me zemër të ngrirë, / nga 
frika kërkush s'gëzon! / Njërzit kurrë s’këndojnë / dhe bilbiletë vajtojnë!] (Cajupi, 1902). The 
depiction of Albania in “Servitude” is at odds with that in “Motherland.” The poet in 
“Motherland” offers no reason for moving abroad: the Albania he describes is a romantic place 
of fulfillment, joy and the unmitigated pleasures of youth. And yet, the depiction of the country 
in “Servitude” offers no such space for fond recollections. In this poem, Albania is an 
oppressive place from which people choose exile rather than suffer the inevitable hardships and 
destitution of life under occupation. 

Cajupi captures this ambivalence in the fourth stanza: “What disaster, desolation! / In their 
nests the birds take shelter, / Yet the people flee their own soil, / For a savage law does rule it, / 
Yes, Albania, we yearn for you, / Refugees in a foreign state” (Elsie & Mathie-Heck, 2008, 89) 
[Qiameti, shkretëtira! / Zogu vetë zë folenë, / njeriu le memëdhenë, / se mbretëron egërsira! / Për 
Shqipëri dëshërojmë / se në vend të huaj rrojmë] (Cajupi, 1902). Even as those still in Albania 
flee from political and other forms of oppression and search for a new life abroad, they still long 
for the homeland from which they depart. As befits a patriotic poem written in the period before 
independence, the penultimate stanza, like “O Albania, Poor Albania,” issues a call to arms to 
revolution: “O Albanians, swear an oath that / You will now fight for your homeland” (Elsie & 
Mathie-Heck, 2008, 89). 

Exile and Nostalgia under the Italian Occupation and Communism (1939-85): Sejfallu 
Malëshova and Mitrush Kuteli 

Dying in 1930, Cajupi lived long enough to see the dream of Albanian independence realized, 
but not long enough to see it brought low again, first by the Italian occupation and then by 
Hoxha’s Communist dictatorship. A generation younger than Cajupi, Sejfullah Malëshova 
(1901-1971) experienced both of these periods. Malëshova published under the pseudonym 
Lame Kodra. Personal secretary to Fan Noli, he was exiled to Moscow with the fall of Noli’s 
government. Upon his return to Albania, Malëshova became a high-ranking member of the 
Communist government under Hoxha, even serving as Minister of Culture. His poems continued 
to circulate even before ideological differences with Hoxha led to his imprisonment in a labor 
camp for three years after World War II, then to “internal exile as a humble stock clerk in Fier, 
where for years no member of the town dared speak to him… Whenever anyone approached, he 
would pinch his lips with his fingers, signifying the vow of eternal silence that ensured his 
survival” (Elsie, 1995, 126). He died after 25 such years of silence. His 1945 collection of 
poems, titled simply Verse, contains conflicting views of the homeland as viewed through the 
twin prisms of revolution and exile.  

Though the expatriate critic Arshi Pipa (1970) derided him at the height of Hoxha’s 
dictatorship as “a good writer but not an authentic poet” as part of his larger critique of 
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belies the poet’s own faith in his countrymen. A similar rhetorical strategy is employed by the 
Albanian writer Xhevahir Spahiu. In “Kosova,” the poet writes “The peasants I my part of the 
country [Albania] asked me about Kosova” (Elsie & Mathie-Heck,2008, 214). In 1994, Albania 
was both independent and newly democratic. Kosova, however, suffered under the resurgent 
Serbian nationalism of Slobodan Milosevic, which would lead to the brutal Serbian invasion 
and NATO retaliation in 1999. Spahiu’s response to this peasant’s question follows 
Malëshova’s description of Albania; he lists the natural features of the land: “River Drin, River 
Osum, / Mount Sharr, Mount Tomorr, / Here and there the same words are spoken. / One 
difference is certain: / The shackles” (Elsie & Mathie-Heck,2008, 214). The Drin runs through 
Kosovo, the Osum through Albania; Mount Sharr is in Kosovo, Tomorr in Albania. Arguing 
implicitly for a united Albania including both Albania and Kosovo, Spahiu contrasts the glories 
of the natural environment with the oppressive political situation (“the shackles”). 

A similar fate befell Malëshova’s contemporary Mitrush Kuteli (1907-1967). Born in 
Pogradec, Kuteli moved to Romania, returning in 1942. In 1947, he was sent to a work camp 
“where inmates were put to work draining the infamous mosquito-infested swamp of Maliq” 
(Elsie &Mathie-Heck, 2008, 131). Drawing on this experience, Kuteli composed “The Muddy 
Albanian Soil / Balta Shqiptare,” in which he expresses both his love for the land but also 
acknowledges the hardships that he has endured. “I love you, muddy Albania soil,” he writes, “I 
love you… / Up to my knees / I am into you, / For I was born / Here, / Like my father, / like my 
grandfather” (Elsie & Mathie-Heck, 2008, 131). “Tëdua, Baltë shqiptare! / Tëdua: … / Si 
gjermbigju / jam brenda teje; / se ler Se lerëkam / ketu: / si Baba / e Gjyshi” (Kuteli, 1944, 55). 
Even while working in the labor camp, the result of the oppressive government, Kuteli can’t 
shake the nostalgia to the past, represented by his father and grandfather, and his love for the 
land itself. In the ensuing stanza, Kuteli finds himself deeper in the mud, a symbolic 
representation of the increasing depth of his oppression, now “Up to [his] waist” and deeper; the 
Albanian mud “bind[s him] / And captivate[s him]… / For my mother / And my father / And my 
ancestors / All perished / Here” (Elsie & Mathie-Heck,2008, 132) [Si gjer mi bel … / se timë 
lidh / e mëmban: …/ Se vdekurka, / këtu, / dhe Nëna, / dhe Baba, / e Gjysh – stërgjyshi!] (Kuteli, 
1944, 55). The optimistic note of the poem’s second stanza, noting the birth of his ancestors is 
contrasted with the pessimistic note in the later stanza, that those same ancestors also died there. 
Kuteli is able to love the soil even as he is imprisoned and compelled to do forced labor upon it. 
He loves it “sweet as honey” as his home and the place of his ancestors’ birth, but “bitter as 
wormwood” as the place in which he is oppressed and the place in which his ancestors and, by 
extension, he himself, must die (Elsie & Mathie-Heck, 2008, 132); [timjaltë e ëmbël; Pelin e 
hidhur] (Kuteli, 1944, 55). 

What these poems all share is a vivid sense of a glorious land abundant in all the good 
things of life, a land rich in potential and full of strong and noble people. Yet, these are all 
poems by poets who, for a variety of reasons, left that land even despite its goodness and their 
own emotional attachment to it. The fault, therefore, must lie neither in the land nor its people. 
More often than not, these authors attribute the blame on an oppressive political leadership. 
Thus, the poems of Pasha, Cajupi and Malëshova all call for revolution to replace the existing 
government with a new one which will, they hope, allow the potential of the land and its people 
to be realized. 

Exile and Nostalgia after Communism (1980- the present):                                               
Basri Capriqi and Sabri Hamiti 

Perhaps the most potent expression of the competing claims of exile and nostalgia are expressed 
in Basri Capriqi’s (1960- ) poems “My Room in London” and “My Room in Ulqin”. In these 
poems, the poet employs an inventive marriage of form and subject matter to convey the 
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immediate experience of both his life abroad and at home.  

“My Room in London/ Dhoma ime në Londër,” an unpunctuated single-sentence poem 
describes the literal and metaphorical suffocation of life in exile: 

The traditional English-style window and the mirrors around it increase 
the illusion of space you watch me from the street and from the 
surrounding apartments I cannot lock anything with the key that binds 
me to you the Thames takes it all and casts it down by the two flanks of 
my naked body surrounded by mirrors that increase the illusion of 
infinite space in my bedroom I cannot lockthis cubic world with the key 
that separates me from you the Thames takes my little belongings and I 
cannot find them in the shadows suffocating the traditional English-style 
window and the confusing key in the open door fracture the light into a 
multitude of views of my limbs hanging in the mirrors that turn to ruins 
my world hidden from public view and the masses (Elsie & Mathie-
Heck, 2008, 243). 
 
[dritarja tradicionale angleze dhe pasqyrat rreth 
që më rrisin iluzionin për hapës irën Ti më sheh nga 
rruga nga apartmentet përreth gjë s’mund të mbyll 
me çelësin që më lidh me tytëgjitha i merr Temza 
i hedh në të dy anët e trupit tim të lakuriq të rrethuar 
me pasqyrat që më rrisin zbrazëtinë e hapësirës pa 
fund në dhomen time të gjumit s’embyll dot 
këtë botë kubike me çelësin që më ndan me ty 
m’i merr Temza gjërat e vogla e s’igjej dot udër hija që më 
marrin frymën tek parakalojnë në 
pasqyrat që më zgjasin dhomën time të gjumit 
dritarja tradicionale angleze dhe çelesi i ngatërruar 
në derën e mbetar hapur thehet drita me pamjet 
e shumëfishuara të gjymtyrëve të mi në pasqyrat e montuara 
që rrenojne botën time të fshehur nga 
sheshi e nga turma] 

Capriqi draws attention in the poem’s opening to the Englishness of the window, an implicit 
acknowledgement of that window’s foreignness to him. The window and the mirrors surrounding 
it “increase the illusion of space,” he writes. Significantly, however, Capriqi notes that it is only 
the “illusion of space,” not an actual increase in space. The window, which looks out on the 
world is mitigated by the mirrors, which reflect back in upon themselves. Nor, for that matter, 
do these windows give him a sense of freedom; rather, they trap him in the gaze of the people 
outside: “you watch me from the street.”  

As the other poets of exile note the natural geographical features of their home, so too does 
Capriqi. But, like the rest of London, the Thames “takes it all and casts it down.” As the river 
itself flows endlessly away from the poet, so too does the city it represents take everything from 
him. Indeed, the poem is structured like a river: a restless, ceaseless flow of words away and, if 
read out loud, a ceaseless breathing out.  

The river “casts it down by the two flanks of my naked body surrounded by mirrors that 
increase the illusion of infinite space.” The poem’s structure reflects the image of mirrors, 
which, again, only “increase the illusion of space” and not the actual space itself. The repetition 
(with slight modification) of the poem’s opening figure suggests the increase in space as 
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The poem originally seemed to indicate the telegram was simply a birthday wish which also 
would recount the daily lives of the people at home; it is only through a slow revealing that the 
real reason the telegram was sent was to let the addressee know of the death of his mother. The 
mother’s death three days ago casts a gloom over the addressee’s birthday today: “We did not 
eat cake for your birthday without you stop / The candles are burning and going out stop / 
Comeback alive for we are still waiting stop / stop stop stop” (Elsie & Mathie-Heck, 2008, 222). 
Unlike the previous poems discussed here, this poem does not show us the inner state of the 
exile himself; rather, it shows the state of those left behind. The picture it presents is not a happy 
one: fear, uncertainty, sorrow and tragedy seem all that much greater in light of the banality of 
the positive aspects of life. The poem’s closing lines demonstrate that life is often as bad for 
those left behind as it is for those who go abroad: in times of deep distress and trial, those at 
home do not even know where their loved ones are or even if they are still alive.  

The final “stop stop stop” suggests not only the mimetic quality of the poem written in the 
language of the telegram, but also represents the poet begging for an end, not just to their sor-
rows in light of their dead mother, not just to their fear and uncertainty about the absence of the 
telegram’s addressee, but more broadly, an economic, political and social climate which forces 
its educated young people to go abroad and which irrevocably shatters families, separating 
mothers from their sons, sometimes forever. The poem, then, wishes for an end to the circums-
tances of life which drive Albanians from their home, and holds forth the hope of a time in 
which no Albanian would ever again have reason to bid “[f]arewell to Berat of roses”. 

 

Author’s Note: 

The author wishes to convey his great appreciation to Rineta Hoxha for the hours she spent in 
the National Library tracking down books and for her insight on a variety of Albanian and Ko-
sovar historical, cultural and aesthetic issues. All mistakes remain my own. 
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